
Automatic Secure 
Code Remediation 

Give your developers Time Back 
with Automated fixes you can TRUST.

Secure
Security vulnerabilities 
are remediated at a 
much faster pace and  
based on industry best 
practices.

Increase Productivity

Developers get to 
spend more time on 
value-generating 
features to support 
business growth.

Optimize Resources
Developers quickly rid 
themselves of security 
tasks by applying 
Mobb's suggested code 
fixes.



It's all about the Fix!
For years the industry has been working to help companies find vulnerabilities in their 
code. Vendors developed innovative ways to find vulnerabilities faster, making it easy to
automate scanning and assisting companies in their journey to build mature DevSecOps and 
secure their business. But did they?

Fixes Take Time
Static Analysis tools may report thousands
of findings in a single scan.

Over two-thirds of SAST reported findings 
remain open three months after detection, 
and 50% remain open after 290 days.
*according to Veracode’s State of Software Security V12

Fixes Cost Serious Money
The effective cost of fixing a single 
detected security vulnerability may reach
$1,000s. 

Most developers lack secure coding 
knowledge, making it expensive for them 
to fix security vulnerabilities properly.

Challenges

Automated scanning is not DevSecOps. 
Automatic remediation is. Mobb.

info@mobb.dev www.mobb.dev

1.Mobb currently supports the Checkmarx and GitHub SAST formats, support for additional scanners will be added over time.
2.Mobb currently supports Java, additional languages will be added over time.

Mobb turns mountains of depressing SAST findings into code fixes 
with a developer-first automated source code remediation

Mobb is an automatic remediation solution, it is not a security scanner. It takes your 
reported findings and turns them into actual code fixes. 

To fix vulnerabilities, customers provide Mobb with their SAST1 report and the scanned
source2 code. Mobb then reviews the report to identify all instances of supported issues and
extracts the information it needs to fix each of the findings automatically.
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